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Abstract
With the recent advancements in GPT, there’s been a growing trend to integrate GPT in solving math
word problems using strategies such as “Chain-of-Thought”(CoT) and “Program-of-Thought”(PoT).
Based on the observation that CoT tends to yield lower accuracy than PoT when large numbers are
involved, we conducted two experiments to examine whether chatGPT understands place values in
numbers. In the first experiment, to examine whether GPT can correctly order numbers based on an
understanding of place values, we order source and permutation multiplets that contain 3-6 numbers
in base 1000. In the second experiment, We examine whether GPT based models that utilize English
expressions (CoT_Eng and PoT_Eng), rather than numerical expressions (CoT_Num and PoT_Num) can
yield better performance in solving math word problems. The results of the first experiment showed that
the ordering accuracy for the permutation multiplets (6 elements = 60.5%) was lower than that of source
multiplets (6 elements = 96.8%). The results of the second experiment showed that accuracy increased
when information about the place value was provided explicitly in the format of English expression (79.9%
in CoT, 82% in PoT) compared to numerical expression(76.8% in CoT, 80% in PoT). The observations from
both experiments suggest that the concept of place value isn’t adequately integrated when numbers are
represented as tokens in gpt3.5-turbo. Thus, research on training models to understand the concept
of place value in numbers would be a possible direction to pursue as future research.
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1. Introduction

Recent advances in AI, such as chatGPT, have led to a surge in studies investigating how AI
can be utilized to assist learning in education [1]. In particular, AI-augmented math word
problem-solving has been attempted by researchers using variants of chatGPT, including chain
of thought(CoT) [2] and programming of thought(PoT) [3]. Math word problems involve
deriving equations or answers using the information given in a scenario that reflects a common
daily-life situation. Although math word problems have been extensively used in mathematical
education, these problems are also among the most challenging for math learners [4]. Given the
potential of chatGPT in solving math word problems, we explore its number comprehension
ability in terms of understanding place value. Since both words and numbers are treated equally
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as tokens when the chatGPT model is being trained, we suspect that the model may not have
learned the concept of place value, which is a unique but necessary concept in understanding
numbers. In particular, given that recent attempts at using chatGPT to solve math word
problems have shown potential for using the model in education, understanding how chatGPT
comprehends numbers would provide a better insight into the extent to which the model can
be used in math education.
Given that chatGPT can understand and respond to inputs in natural language, making

it feel intuitive and natural for users, academic research on education using chatGPT is in
active progress [5]. Several prompt strategies, such as the CoT and PoT, have been proposed to
enhance the model’s performance in solving descriptive mathematical problems. CoT improves
problem-solving accuracy by solving problems step by step [2]. In contrast to CoT, PoT involves
generating Python programs during the CoT process and running the resultant program through
a Python interpreter to derive the answer [3]. Therefore, PoT has been posited to handle large
numbers better than CoT.

Through two distinct experiments, this paper examines whether chatGPT understands place
values in numbers using PoT and CoT. In the first experiment, we examine whether chatGPT
can correctly order three to six number elements for two types of multiplets, source, and
permutation. Here a source multiplet is an array that consists of three to six number elements,
which are base 1000 numbers. A permutation multiplet is an array of six elements, which are
created from the permutations of the source elements. In the second experiment, we examine
whether transforming numerical expressions to English expressions can aid with math word
problem solving using chatGPT.

The finding of this paper include the following: 1. We designed and conducted an experiment
and observed that the ordering accuracy for the permutation multiplets was lower than that of
source multiplets. 2. We observed that the GPT based model that utilizes English expressions
(CoT_Eng and PoT_Eng), rather than numerical expressions (CoT_Num and PoT_Num) can
yield better performance in solving math word problems.

2. Related Works

The study of solving math word problems has been an ongoing field of research since the
1960s [6]. This field has seen progress from rule-based pattern matching algorithms [7, 8]
to statistical methodologies [9, 10], tree-based methodologies [11], and has also utilized deep
learning-based methodologies [11, 12]. More recently, a significant performance improvement
has been observed in studies using pre-trained large language models(LLMs) that adopt the
transformer architecture. LLMs are composed of encoder and decoder parts,which are separated
from the transformer architecture. Such LLM models have two main approaches: natural
language understanding (NLU)models [13] are encoder based approaches, and natural language
generation(NLG) models [14] are based on decoders. Between these two approaches, we
examine the NLG model approach using the GPT based model.
The advancement in pre-training and the introduction of instructGPT [15] have allowed

researchers to provide direct instructions to LLMs. Such models seem to provide reasoning ca-
pabilities such as arithmetic [16], commonsense [17, 18], and symbolic reasoning [19]. Through



the implementation of the CoT [2], reasoning becomes possible via ‘natural language ratio-
nales’. Furthermore, by leveraging diverse prompt strategies, the gap between human and
machine intelligence has been significantly narrowed [20]. The CoT approach encourages
the problem-solving approach to be carried out step by step, rather than directly deriving the
answer. On the other hand, although the PoT approach follows such a step-by-step approach,
the PoT approach generates a Python program. The produced program is then executed via
a Python interpreter to compute an answer. Still, the PoT approach has been shown to be
susceptible to arithmetic errors. Upon inspection of the problem-solving approach used in each
strategy, we noticed that when the text input to GPT is processed, the numbers are divided
into multiple tokens. Such division could result in information loss since the original input
number could be divided into multiple pieces without preserving the place value information.
Thus, in this paper, we designed an experiment to examine whether such information loss
occurs by comparing chatGPT inputs of small numbers versus large numbers. We suspect that
a performance decrease would occur during math word problem solving when large numbers
are tokenized to multiple tokens, and the place value of numbers is not preserved as a result.

3. Method

We devised two experiments to examine whether chatGPT understands the concept of place
value, and to see if increasing its understanding of place value through the use of English
expressions can help solve math problems.

3.1. Experimental Setup

In this paper, we conducted two experiments to address the following research question: Does
chatGPT comprehend the place value in numbers when solving math word problems?
Implementation details. We implemented the following experimental setup, which was

based on existing studies that solve math word problems using chatGPT. The GPT3.5 model
updates with each model iteration, yielding different results [21]. For the baseline models,
we used CoT and PoT, which yield the state-of-the-art performance in SVAMP dataset, using
in-context learning with few-shot prompts. For the prompts, we reused those employed in
previous studies, utilizing eight examples from the CoT and seven from the PoT [2, 3]. For our
newly designed experiment, we modified the number of existing few-shot prompts. For the
chatGPT API, we used version gpt3.5-turbo, which is affordable and currently utilized in the
chatGPT [21]. Python 3.9 and the Sympy library were used to execute the generated programs.
We followed the approach of the prior study [3], setting the temperature to 0 for all experiments
excluding self-consistency. For the self-consistency experiments, we set the temperature to 0.7.

3.2. Experiment 1: Ordering Multiplets When the Digits in a Given Number
are Reordered

We designed an experiment to assess whether chatGPT accurately perceives the variations in
place value in different sequences of numbers. Specifically, we asked chatGPT to order the
elements of two sets of multiplets, source, and permutation, in terms of size. A source multiplet



Figure 1: Experiment 1 Setup

is an array of three to six elements, which are 3-digit numbers in base 1000. A permutation
multiplet is an array of six elements, which are created from the permutations of the source
elements. We tested multiplets of varying lengths, ranging from three to six elements. The
experiment is conducted in two steps: (1) ordering elements of source multiplets to examine
whether chatGPT can order number that consist of a single token. (2) ordering elements of
permutation multiplets to examine whether chatGPT can order numbers that consist of multiple
tokens. If chatGPT successfully orders the source multiplet in the first step, a permutation
multiplet is created from permutations of the source multiplet. As a permutation multiplet is
an array of source multiplets, the elements consisting of a permutation multiplet are divided
into multiple tokens. Figure 1 graphically illustrates these two experimental steps when the
number of elements consisting of the source multiplet is three.

Note that for experiment 1, we used randomly selected numbers between 100 and 520, rather
than 1 and 520, as elements for the source multiplets. Two reasons for such selections are as
follows. First, we wanted to use numbers that consist of a single token as an input to chatGPT.

Since numbers from 1 to 520 consist of a single token when using OpenAI’s tokenizer, the
maximum number is set to be 520. Secondly, we set the minimum number to be 100, rather than
1 because the length of the permutation multiplets should be long enough when permutation
numbers are generated from the source numbers. Since we want to examine whether chatGPT
understands the concept of place value,we used base 1000 numbers, rather than base 10 numbers.
Therefore, s1 in Figure 1 has a numerical value of 285, and a place value of 0 when using base
1000. Similarly, p1, the first element of the permutation multiplet in Figure 1, has a numerical
value of 512, 235, 285 and corresponding place values are 2, 1, 0.

Ordering the numbers processed as a single token (Step 1 in Figure 1) : In the first
step, we examined whether chatGPT accurately identifies the size of numbers that are split into
a single token. We randomly generate 3-6 numbers between 100 and 520 (as denoted by source
multiplet in Figure 1) to examine whether chatGPT can order them in terms of size. Note that
even without understanding the concept of a place value, the relationship for the relative size
of single token numbers can be learned. For example, if we have variables A, B, and C, and



data comparing their sizes, we can make size comparisons even without knowing their actual
values. Therefore, our goal of this experiment was to check whether chatGPT can compare
the sizes of basic unit numbers based on the understanding of place values. The first step is
repeated for a total of 1000 trials. Next, we compute “correctly ordered trials” by counting the
number of times when the 3-6 numbers are correctly ordered. Finally, to compute the “ordering
accuracy” of step 1, we divide the number of correctly ordered trials by 1000.
Ordering the numbers processed as multiple tokens (Step 2 in Figure 1) : In step 2,

we examined whether chatGPT understands the place value by ordering permuted numbers
p1-p6, which are created using elements s1-s3 from step 1. Only the correctly ordered course
multiplets from step 1 are used to create permuted numbers p1 - p6. This is based on the
assumption that since chatGPT knows the order of the original elements s1-s3, the resulting
permutations of s1-s3 should also be understood if the model understands the concept of place
value. For instance, as shown in Figure 1, p1 is a permutation of s1-s3 in s3-s2-s1 order and p2
is a permutation listed in s2-s3-s1 order. The actual value of p1 can be understood as the form
of 𝑝1 = 𝑠3 × 10002 + 𝑠2 × 10001 + 𝑠1 × 10000. Since the maximum number of permutations made
using 4-6 elements exceeds six, we randomly select six elements. Next, we use chatGPT to order
permutation multiplets in terms of size. If chatGPT understands the concept of place values, it
should be able to order the numbers created by permutations of source multiplet in the correct
order. We also compute “correctly ordered trials” by counting the number of times when the
permutation multiplets are correctly ordered at the second step. Since step 2 is performed only
after correctly ordering the numbers in step 1, to calculate the “ordering accuracy” of step 2,
we divide the “correctly ordered trials” of step 2 by the “correctly ordered trials” of step 1.

3.3. Experiment 2: Substituting Numerical Expressions with English
Expressions

In the second task, we examine whether transforming Numerical expressions to English expres-
sions can aid with math word problem solving using chatGPT. Our hypothesis is that English
expression can be used as a method for explicitly providing place value information of a number
to chatGPT. To test our hypothesis, we compared the two versions of CoT and PoT: the models
with numerical expressions are CoT_Num, PoT_Num and the models with English expressions
CoT_Eng, PoT_Eng. We also measure the model’s performance in terms of accuracy when
applying the self-consistency, which uses the most frequently asked answer out of five attempts.

For the dataset, we utilized the benchmark dataset of Simple Variations on Arithmetic Math
word Problems(SVAMP). The SVAMP dataset is composed from two datasets: 1) the ASDiv-A
dataset [22], which requires solving problems in multiple steps, and 2) the MAWPS dataset [23],
which consists of arithmetic and algebra problems.

Figure 2 illustrates the prompts and SVAMP dataset examples that are used in experiment 2.
The upper two figures represent CoT prompt examples and the lower two figures represent PoT
prompt examples. The upper left-side example represents the CoT_Num, which is the original
CoT. The upper right-side example illustrates the CoT with English expressions(CoT_Eng),
where the Numerical expressions in the CoT_Num prompts and SVAMP dataset have been
replaced with English expressions. Note that the numbers in English expressions are capitalized,
as in ”Seventy Six”. Capitalization was applied to each word representing a numerical unit



Figure 2: Examples of CoT_Num, CoT_Eng, PoT_Num, PoT_Eng prompts

so that during the tokenization process, each word would be grouped into one token without
division.

The lower left-side example represents the Original PoT(PoT_Num) and the lower right-side
example represents PoT with English expressions(PoT_Eng). In the PoT_Num example, the
number 36, which is composed of the digits 3 and 6, should be interpreted as a sum of 30 and 6,
if the model understands the concept of a place value. In the PoT_Eng prompt, such an implicit
interpretation is not needed, since the expression “Thirty Six” explicitly delivers the concept of
place values. Therefore, we anticipate improved performance in CoT_Eng and PoT_Eng over
CoT_Num and PoT_Num respectively.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Experiment 1: Ordering Multiplets When the Digits in a Given Number
are Reordered

Figure 3 illustrates the outcomes of Experiment 1. Figure 3 (Left) represents two actual queries
to the chatGPT using three elements as the source multiplet. In the top section, which shows a
sample query for step 1, the chatGPT correctly orders 3 given numbers. Since the multiplet



Figure 3: (Left) An example task of ordering source and permutation multiplets. (Right) The “correctly
ordered trials” and the “ordering accuracy” for 3-6 elements in multiplets

is ordered in correct order, six numbers are produced from the permutations of the source
multiplet. In the bottom section, which shows a sample query for step 2, chatGPT is instructed
to order the resulting permutation multiplet, but failed to order the elements correctly.
Figure 3(Right) shows the results of experiment 1. The x-axis of the graph represents the

count of source multiplet elements used in the experiment. The bar graph and its y-axis labeled
on the left, indicate the number of correctly ordered trials. The line graph and its y-axis labeled
on the right, represent the ordering accuracy. Step 2 involves re-ordering the six permutation
multiplets that were created using the correctly ordered source multiplets from Step 1. In Figure
3(Right), in the case of ordering source multiplets, the accuracy is decreased slightly from
100.00% to 96.80% as the number of elements increases. On the other hand, when ordering
permutation multiplets, accuracy drops significantly from 80.10% to 60.54%. When the ordering
accuracy is compared to source multiplets that contain the same number of elements(6 elements),
the ordering accuracy for permutation multiplets is lower. Taken together, our experimental
results imply that the current version of chatGPT may not fully understand the concept of place
value.

4.2. Experiment 2: Substituting Numerical Expressions with English
Expressions

Table 1 presents the results of an experiment that involves converting Numerical expressions
into English expressions. The self-consistency results in the table were derived from the most
frequently produced outcome among five trials at a temperature setting of 0.7. In all cases, the
model accuracy when using English expressions(CoT_Eng, PoT_Eng) exceed those of using
Numeric expressions( CoT_Num, PoT_Num). There are two possible explanations for the better



Table 1
CoT, PoT_Num, PoT_Eng results using original SVAMP dataset with gpt3.5-turbo

Temperature CoT_Num CoT_Eng PoT_Num PoT_Eng

Accuracy 0.0 76.80 79.90 80.04 82.00
Accuracy (SC) 0.7 81.20 82.50 82.60 83.70

performance of models that use English expressions. Firstly, since the English expressions
explicitly incorporate the concept of place value, such expressions hold an advantage over
Numerical expressions,which implicitly contain the concept. As a result, substituting Numerical
expressions with English expressions could help with solving mathematical problems. Secondly,
a performance increase may have been simply because chatGPT is trained to handle natural
language better than numbers. To address this second possibility, a model that can deliver place
value information without using English expressions should be tested.

Compared to the performance increase of PoT Eng over PoT Num(1.96%), the performance
increase of CoT Eng over CoT Num(3.10%) is greater. A possible explanation for a higher
performance of the PoT over CoT is the use of Python interpreter by PoT. In order to solve
math problems correctly, CoT needs to understand the word problem, create a solution and
compute the correct answer directly. In the case of PoT, understanding the problem and creating
a solution process is also required as in the case of CoT. However, the numbers used in the
problem are put into variables, and the calculation is done by the Python interpreter. Therefore,
compared to PoT, the CoT model may be affected more by the missing information, which
involves understanding the place value.

5. Conclusion

Our experimental result presents pieces of evidence that provide support for our initial question
on whether chatGPT comprehends the place value system in numbers when solving math
word problems. The results of the first experiment showed that the ordering accuracy for
the permutation multiplets was lower than the ordering accuracy for the source multiplets.
Furthermore, as the number of elements in the source multiplet increases, the difference in
the ordering accuracy between the source and permutation multiplet increases. Our second
experiment showed that the accuracy in solving arithmetic problems could be enhanced when
it understands the place value of numbers.
The Limitations of the two experiments are as follows. For the first experiment, our experi-

ment only shows results with three-digit tokens in base 1000 to show that the chatGPT may
not comprehend the concept of place value. However, since single or double-digit numbers
frequently appear in math word problems, experiments with smaller digits should be conducted
to examine whether a similar phenomenon occurs for tokens with different lengths. For the
second experiment, the numbers in the SVAMP dataset are relatively small, either single or
double digits. Therefore, the experimental results may not replicate when numbers get larger.
Thus, future experiments with numbers larger than three digits should be conducted to fully
examine the phenomenon.



Despite such limitations, the observations from both experiments suggest that the concept
of place value may not be adequately integrated when numbers are represented as tokens in
chatGPT. Therefore, if the numbers in the chatGPT model can be trained to understand the
concept of place value despite being split into multiple tokens, the model may yield a higher
performance in solving math word problems or problems that involve an understanding of place
values in numbers. For example, engineering prompts to provide explicit definitions of place
values or fine-tuning a language model extensively with numbers may be possible directions to
pursue.
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